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Meet Canada’s first certified organic chocolate maker

Invermere, BC / May 6 2022 – Canada’s only organic bean-to-bar chocolate maker, Wild
Mountain Chocolate, has launched to provide craft chocolate that challenges the norms of the
chocolate industry. Their chocolate is certified organic and ethically sourced.

Made in the Rockies, Wild Mountain creates chocolate that is naturally dairy-free, gluten-free
and vegan made from only two ingredients; cocoa and sugar. The company was born from
founders Helen and Glen Davies’ desire to make a product that challenges unethical sourcing in
the cacao-growing industry and gives consumers an opportunity to purchase incredibly
flavourful chocolate that aligns with their own values.

Wild Mountain Chocolate sources premium organic raw cacao beans. The cocoa beans are
sorted by hand, roasted, winnowed, stone-ground, conched and tempered onsite in Invermere,
BC resulting in incredibly complex flavour profiles that allow the specific properties of the beans
to shine through.

Wild Mountain Chocolate co-founder and chocolate-maker Glen Davies said they started the
company after learning about the historic and ongoing exploitation of workers in the chocolate
making industry.

“There is no easy solution to the ethical problems specific in the industry and cocoa growing
regions, so we’ve decided one way to make a difference is to educate consumers about how
chocolate should be made and grown – using only premium beans to challenge the treatment
of cocoa beans as cheap commodity,” he said.

“We believe in the sustainability of organic farming, so it was also important to us that our
products are certified organic.”

Wild Mountain Chocolate is certified organic under Canadian Organic Standards, which
guarantees the quality and authenticity of products from field-to-table or bean-to-bar. Being
organically certified guarantees the cocoa beans, which are organic at origin, are not fumigated
with pesticides as they are transported between countries.



“A lot of people don’t know that most chocolate manufacturers use cocoa solids made by big,
usually European, corporations to make chocolate – only a small number of makers use the
actual beans, roasting and grinding themselves,” co-founder Helen Davies said.

“At Wild Mountain, we are the only chocolate maker in Canada that imports certified organic,
premium beans and handles the entire process ourselves to create a certified organic, made in
Canada, chocolate bar. We feel it’s important to the integrity of our product and company to
work in this way.”

Using 100% organically sourced beans, Wild Mountain Chocolate is produced using two
ingredients - cocoa beans and sugar. The specially selected beans come from South America,
the Caribbean and Madagascar and each origin delivers a different flavour experience. Other
organic ingredients are added for their various flavoured bars including vegan milk chocolate,
Creamy-O.

Wild Mountain Chocolate is currently available for retailers and consumers online and in store at
locations in British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Wild Mountain Chocolate takes simple ingredients to create complex flavours; wholly organic;
sustainable; making doing good, taste great.

ENDS

Wild Mountain Chocolate creates ethically sourced and wholly organic chocolate in the Canadian
Rockies. Making chocolate with purpose, Wild Mountain was born from the founders love of quality,
flavourful chocolate and the desire to make an ethical, sustainable and organic product that challenges
the norm of exploitation and slavery in the cacao industry. Wild Mountain Chocolate uses only ethically
and sustainably farmed beans, which are stone ground and roasted in the Rockies. Made of just cacao
and sugar, Wild Mountain’s chocolate is delicious and naturally dairy-free, gluten-free and vegan.
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Notes to editors:
Cocoa beans are seeds from the inside of cocoa pods grown on the Theobroma Cacao tree, a tree
native to Peru but now grown throughout the tropics. The beans and pods are also called cacao prior to
processing. The words cacao and cocoa can be used interchangeably at this stage.

Cocoa or cacao beans are usually roasted whole, both to develop flavour and to kill pathogens. The
roasted cocoa beans are then shelled and cracked into “nibs”, broken pieces of cocoa bean.  Chocolate
is made by grinding the nibs to release the natural fat in the beans, cocoa butter, and reduce the size of
the cocoa particles down to a size not normally felt by the human tongue.

The catalyst for Helen and Glen to establish Wild Mountain Chocolate was documentary Semi-Sweet.

Watch here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM5w8gmHhl0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM5w8gmHhl0

